The time range of temperature recovery is 10 5 times larger than a quench. It is therefore possible to deal with the electromagnetic and thermal models separately. Most of the past FEA model was built using such an approach. This FEA model also deals with the thermal model separately using the simplest boundary conditions. So the primary heat source is Joule heat released during the quench.
 T c = 8 K is set to mimic the critical temperature of NbTi wire. Then a quench is imposed by raising T = 9 K at the short section of the wire.
 The 1 st step: current is set at 450 A for 0.01s, then abruptly dropped to zero. Joule heat is applied in that section of conductor where the temperature is above Tc .
 The 2 nd step: I=0, so there is no heat generation during this period. Joule heat generated at the 1 st step continues to dissipate through the magnet.  An ANSYS based dynamic thermal model successfully calculates temperatures with full 1.1 m magnet geometry with the simplest boundary condition.  Three cases shows very similar temperature distribution within the first 0.01s. Hot spot temperature is ~50K -60K. The rest is a recovery to the operational temperature.  Helium cooling plays the role of an energy buffer during the temperature recovery after the quench. So the real temperature distribution will be between "4.2 K" and "free" boundary conditions.  Eddy current needs to be incorporated into the command snippet. The quench back voltage needs to be calculated to compare with the measured voltage.  Helium cooling can be implemented using Helium thermal conductivity and cryocooler load maps to provide proper cooling power. Temperature rise in the adiabatic model are given by
 By analyzing the measured current decay data, a function ‫‬ 0 ( ) 2 = 3.68 × 10 16 2 −4 = U (m), so the hot spot temperature based on RRR=150 copper is 47.4 K. The time constant Td = 0.015 s.
A steady state (equilibrium) thermal model for a planar SCU was previously developed [2] . The model has been benchmarked with the current SCU cryogenic system and used for a new HSCU cryostat design [3] . In the current planar SCU system, the magnet is cooled by the LHe in the channel, and it can absorb the heat during a quench. A simple dynamic thermal model of this system is useful for future SCU cryostat development.
THERMAL MODEL OF A QUENCH IN SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATORS
C1PoF-05  The maximum temperature of the magnet (upstream feet section) is ~16 K. A temperature recovery time to the operational state (~4.2K) takes a few minutes, which is much slower than actual quench and a current decay.
 A Helium pressure recovery take a few hours (not shown).
 Based on the observation, the FEA model is built to calculate temperature during the quench and recovery after the quench  Quench behaviour is the same as CASE2. The same hot spot temperature ~50K.
 The temperature recovery does not happen since no cooling is provided.
The maximum temperature at the sensor location is ~30 K.  ANSYS calculated propagation velocity is ~10 -20 m/s and the hot spot temperature in the one race track ~50-60 K for all three cases. The velocity perpendicular to the conductor is too slow to proceed across the next coil section. This is because the model considers Joule heating only. Each race track is then isolated by steel, which has poor thermal conductivity. Due to the changing field, there is an eddy current throughout the steel core, which will contribute to the propagation through the steel.
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